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We consider conditions under which an upper semicontinuous de-

composition has the decomposition space which is a topological «-

sphere. A special emphasis is placed on the case in which the decom-

position has only a countable number of nondegenerate elements. If

M is an «-manifold with boundary, Bd M and Int M will be used to

denote the usual boundary and the interior of M. The set theoretical

boundary of a subset 4 in a space will be denoted by b(A) and the

closure of 4 by Cl 4.

1. /-sets in 5". A subset F of the «-sphere S" is called an I-set if

Sn — F is homeomorphic to Sn — A for some countable subset 4 of 5".

Lemma 1. Let A be a countable set in n-space E", «> 1. Then En — A

is connected.

Lemma 1'. If X is a connected n-manifold with boundary, «>1,

X — A is connected for any countable set A.

The Proof of Lemmas 1 and 1'. If 4 is dense in En, Lemma 1

follows from Proposition A, p. 44, of [5] and the general case can be

proved using this special case. For the proof of Lemma 1', use Lemma

1.

Lemma 2. Each component of an I-set F in Sn, «> 1, is closed.

Proof. Suppose a component C of F is not closed. Let xGCl C—C.

Let h be a homeomorphism of Sn — F onto Sn — A for some countable

set 4. Since 4 is countable, there exist «-cells Di, D2, ■ ■ • such that

Int DiZ)Di+i, Bd Di-A = 0 for each i and the intersection of the £>,-

is the point h(x). Let Ui be the complementary domain of

5» = hr1 (Bd Di) containing x and Ui the other complementary do-

main. Then (Ui — F)+(UÍ —F) is a disjoint sum equal to a disjoint

sum «_1(Int Di — A)+h~1(Sn—A — Z>,). Since the four sets are open

in Sn — Si — F and the last two sets are connected by Lemma 1', it

follows that t/i-F = ra-1(IntZ)i-4). Each Ui contains Cl Ui+i and

the intersection U of the Ui is a compact set contained in F+x as the

intersection of Di is h(x). Since C is connected, t/< is open and Si is

disjoint from F, each ¿7¿ contains C. Since C is closed in F, it follows

that Cl C=C+x. Let yEb(C)— x. (It is impossible that b(C)=x.)
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Let yi, y¡¡, • • • be a sequence of points in Sn — F that converges to y.

Let A(ytl), A(y,,), • • • be a converging subsequence of h(yï). Then

y' = lim h(yip) is on 4. Let £j be ra-cells such that Int £,0£<+i>

Bd Ei • A = 0 for each i and the intersection of £,• is y'. Let Vi be

the complementary domain of S¡ =A_1(Bd £¿) containing y. Then

Fj —£ = A_1(Int £¿ — 4) as F< contains infinitely many yy. Then

each Cl F< must contain Cl C for the same reason as before, but this

is impossible as the intersection of £< is disjoint from h(x).

Let F be any subset whatsoever of Sn. By G(F) we denote the col-

lection of the components of F and the points of Sn — F.

Theorem 1. Let G be a decomposition of Sn, ra>l, having only a

countable number of nondegenerate elements. In order that G be an upper

semicontinuous decomposition of Sn having an n-sphere as decomposition

space, it is necessary and sufficient that G = G(F) for some I-set F in Sn.

Proof. The necessity. Let g be an arbitrary element of G and X and

/ respectively denote the decomposition space and the quotient map

of G. Let 7>i, D2, • • • be ra-cells in X such that Bd 7>< do not meet

the image under / of any nondegenerate element of G and the inter-

section of Di is/(g). Then g is the intersection of a decreasing sequence

of compact connected sets £/,, where 7/» are the closures of the com-

plementary domains of/_1(Bd 7>,) containing g. Hence g is connected.

Then G = G(F) for the sum F of the nondegenerate elements of G.

The sufficiency. We first show that G(F) is upper semicontinuous.

Let xESn — F. It is easy to see that x has an arbitrarily small neigh-

borhood which is the sum of elements of G(F). (Recall the proof

of Lemma 2.) Let C he a component of F and h be a homeomorphism

of Sn — F onto Sn— A for some countable subset 4 of Sn. Let xi,

x2, • • • be a sequence of points in Sn — F that converges to a point

xECJ Then by an argument similar to one in the proof of Lemma 2,

we see that C is contained in the intersection of a decreasing sequence

of compact connected sets Cl Vit where F,- is a complementary do-

main of an (ra —l)-sphere disjoint from F, and the intersection of

Cl F,- is contained in F. That the intersection in fact is C follows from

the fact that C is a component of F and the intersection is connected.

Then a Vi with a sufficiently large i is a very close neighborhood of C

which is the sum of elements of G(F).

We now define a map / of Sn onto itself as follows. For each point

xESn — F, we let f(x) = h(x). For each component C of F, let yi,

y2, • • • be a sequence of points in SK — F that converges to a point

y EC. Let Hy^), A(y<s), • • •   be a subsequence of A(y,-) that con-

1 The existence of x is assured by the closedness of C. (See Lemma 1.)
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verges to a point y'. Then y'EA as y< do not have a limit point in

Sn — F. Let f(C)=y'. The map/ is then well-defined. For if y' de-

pended on y, etc. and in fact had two y"s, by an argument similar to

the proof of Lemma 2, we would find C contained in two disjoint

neighborhoods. We can also prove that / is onto and sends distinct

elements of G(F) into distinct points. To prove the continuity of/, let

D be an «-cell in Sn such that Bd D is disjoint from 4. Then

/_1(Int D) is a complementary domain of /_1(Bd D) = Ä_1(Bd D)

which is certainly open. Since each open set in Sn is the sum of such

Int D's, / is continuous.

Corollary 1. 4 m I-set Fin Sn,n>l, has only a countable number of

components.

Corollary 2. Let A and B be two countable subsets of Sn, m>1.

Then there exists a homeomorphism h of S" onto itself such that h(A)=B

if and only if there is a homeomorphism h' of S" — A onto S" — B. More-

over, h can be taken as an extension of «'.

Remark. Counter-examples show that Lemmas 1, 1' and 2, Theo-

rem 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2 are false for « = 1 and that in the state-

ment of Corollary 2 the words "countable subsets" cannot be re-

placed by "arcs."

Theorem 2. Let G be an upper semicontinuous decomposition of S3

having a countable number of nondegenerate elements. If the decomposi-

tion space X is a topological 3-sphere, then each element of G has an open

3-cell as complement.

Proof. Let/ be the quotient map of G. We denote by F the sum of

the nondegenerate elements of G. Let g be an arbitrary element of G.

Since/(F) is countable, there exist 3-cells Di, D2, ■ ■ ■ in X such that

Int DiZ)Di+i, Bd Di-f(F) = 0 for each i and the intersection of Di is

f(g). Let Z7<=/-1(int Di). Then Ui is the complementary domain of

Si=f~1(Bd Di) containing g. By the approximation [2] of Bing and

the lemma below there exists a polyhedral 2-sphere Sí separating

Cl Ui+i from S3—Ui-i for each *>1. Hence there exist polyhedral

3-cells Ei, E2, • ■ ■ such that Int EO-Ei+i for each i and the inter-

section of Ei is/. A repeated application of Theorem l of [ö] proves

the theorem.

Lemma 3. Let S be an (n — l)-sphere in Sn separating two connected

closed subsets A and B in S" — S. Then there exists a positive number e

such that if h is an e-homeomorphism of S onto h(S) in Sn — A—B then

h(S) separates A from B.
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Proof. We first show that there is a positive number e such that if

h is an e-homeomorphism mentioned in the lemma, then there is a

homotopy connecting the inclusion map of 5 into Sn and the map

h. Since a neighborhood of S can be uniformly continuously im-

bedded in £n, we may assume that 5 is in £" and construct a homo-

topy involving a very close neighborhood of S. Let Di, D2, ■ ■ • , Dk

be a finite number of convex ra-cells such that Z int DiZ)S. Let T

he a triangulation of 5 so fine that each simplex A of T lies in an

Int 7><(A). Let e be a positive number such that each e-neighborhood

of each simplex A of T lies in Int 7>,(¿>. Let h he an e-homeomorphism

of S onto h(S). Notice that h(A) lies in Int 7>,-(a). Then it is easy to

construct the desired homotopy within Z int F)i. Now we come back

to Sn and suppose that e was chosen such that not only h has the

property mentioned at the beginning of the proof but also the ho-

motopy takes place outside the sum of an open connected neighbor-

hood U of 4 and an open connected neighborhood V of B. Before

proceeding any further, we refer the reader to [7, Definition 8.2 and

Theorem 8.3, p. 266]. Let M = Sn-U-V. A cycle T irreducibly

carried by 5 and a cycle y irreducibly carried by the sum of a point

of 4 and a point of B are linked. Since T is homologous to h(T)

in M, h(T) and y are also linked. Since 4 and B are connected and

disjoint from h(S), h(S) must separate 4 from B.

Remarks. A result for S2 that is stronger than Theorem 2 is well

known. While it may be true that an analogous theorem holds in

Sn, we have no argument to prove it.

Suppose £ is a subset of S3 having a countable number of com-

ponents of which each has an open 3-cell complement. In general, £

is not an 7-set. However, we can prove

Theorem 3. Let F be a subset of Sz having only a countable number of

components. Suppose F is a G set and G(F) is upper semicontinuous.

Then F is an I-set if and only if each component of F has the open 3-cell

complement.

Proof. The "if" part follows from Theorem 1 and [l, Theorem l].

The "only if" part follows from Theorems 1 and 2.

Theorem 4. Let F be the sum of a countable number of disjoint tame

arcs in S3. Then F is an I-set if and only if G(F) is upper semicontinu-

ous.

Proof. Theorem 1 and [l, Theorem 3].

2. Similar ra-cells in Sn. Let 5n_1 denote the "equator" of Sn. A

topological (ra— l)-sphere 5 in Sn is called tame if there exists a horneo-
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morphism of Sn onto itself that sends 5 onto 5n_1. A result [3] of

Brown implies that 5 is tame if and only if 5 has a product neighbor-

hood, i.e., the image of a homeomorphism of 5n_1X[0, l] into S"

that sends 5n_1Xl/2 onto S. If S is tame, its product neighborhood

can be taken in any given neighborhood of S. An «-cell D in Sn is

called tame if Bd D is tame. Let Rit i= 1, 2, be the subsets of E" con-

sisting of the points x with \\x\\ ¿i. Two «-cells in Sn are called con-

centric if there is a homeomorphism of one onto R2 that sends the

other onto Ri. If Di and D2 are concentric, we also say that Di is

concentric to D2 and vice versa. Two «-cells D and D' with DED'

are concentric if and only if D'— Int D is homeomorphic to Sn_1

X [0, l]. A finite number of disjoint «-cells Di, ■ ■ ■ , Dk in Sn are

called similar if there is an «-cell to which each D, is concentric. The

following problem should be important.

The concentricity problem. Let D' be a tame «-cell in Sn con-

taining another tame «-cell D in its interior. Are D and D' concentric?

This problem is equivalent to the following:

The similarity problem. Let Di, • • ■ , Dk be disjoint tame «-

cells in S". Are they similar?

These problems have the affirmative answers for »^3. They are

open for « = 4. We will require in certain theorems or lemmas that

certain «-cells be similar or concentric. Such requirements may be

deleted if and when either of the above problems is solved in the

affirmative.

Let D be an «-cell in 5". An «-cell D' in Sn is called an e-pseudo-

approximation of D if Int D' is an e-neighborhood of D.

Lemma 4. Let D and E be two tame n-cells in Sn such that D Int E.

Then given a positive number e there exists an e-pseudo-approximation

D' of D such that D' is concentric to E.

Lemma 5. Let xi, x2, • • • , Xk be distinct points in the interior of an

n-cell D. Let yi, y2, ■ ■ ■ , y* be distinct points in Int D. Then there

exists a homeomorphism of D onto itself such that it leaves Bd D point-

wise fixed and sends each Xi to y¿.

The proofs of the above two lemmas are omitted.

Theorem 5. Let Dh • • ■ , Dk be disjoint n-cells contained in, and

concentric to, an n-cell D. Let D{, ■ • • , D¿ be disjoint n-cells contained

in, and concentric to, D. Then there exists a homeomorphism h of D

onto itself that moves no point of Bd D and takes £>, onto D(.

Proof. Let x.GInt Di and y.GInt D¡. By Lemma 5, there exists a

homeomorphism hi of D onto itself that leaves each point of Bd D
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fixed and takes Xi to y<. Let h2 be a homeomorphism of D onto itself

that leaves Bd D pointwise fixed and pulls Ai(7>.) toward y,- such that

h2hi(Di) CInt Di. Now h2hi(Dt) is concentric to D[ for each i. There-

fore there exists a homeomorphism A3 that moves no point that is far

from Z-^«' and takes h2hi(Di) onto £>/. We finally let A = A3A2Ai.

Corollary. Le/ D\, D2, • • • , Dk be disjoint n-cells contained in,

and concentric to, an n-cell D. Let £1, E2, ■ ■ ■ , Ek be disjoint n-cells

contained in, and concentric to, an n-cell E. Then for any given homeo-

morphism A of Bd D onto Bd £, there exists an extension homeomor-

phism H of h that takes D onto E and each Dt onto £¿.

Theorem 6. Let G be an upper semicontinuous decomposition of Sn,

ra > 1, having a countable number of nondegenerate elements whose sum F

is closed. Then the decomposition space X of G is an n-sphere if and only

if each element of G has an open n-cell complement.

Proof. Suppose X is an ra-sphere. We denote the quotient map of

G by/. For given gEG, there exist ra-cells 7>i, D2, • • • in X such that

each Di is tame, Int 7>,OT>,+i, Bd 7>¿ •/(£) = 0 and the intersection

of Di is the point/(g). Since each (ra —l)-sphere/_l(Bd 7\) is apart

from £ by a positive distance, it is tame. A repeated application of

Lemma 4 shows that Sn—g is an open «-cell.

The converse follows, since £ is a G¡ set, from [l, Theorem 1J.

(Actually, Bing proves his theorem for ra = 3 but the proof works for

ra>3 as well. Also, Theorem 6 can be slightly strengthened. In fact,

we only need to assume that £+4 is closed for some countable

set A.)

Theorem 7. Let G be a monotone upper semicontinuous decomposi-

tion of S" and F be the sum of the nondegenerate elements of G. Suppose

for each positive number e, there exist a finite number of disjoint n-cells

D\, D2, ■ • • , Dk such that Cl £C Z int F>i and each Di lies in an

(.-neighborhood of an element of G it contains. Then the decomposition

space X is a topological n-sphere.

Proof. Let Di, ■ ■ • , Dk be disjoint tame ra-cells such that Cl £

C Z int F>i and each 7>, lies in a 1-neighborhood of an element of

G it contains. Let ei be a positive number smaller than 1/2 such that

no 2ei-neighborhood of any Bd 7>< meets Cl £. Let D{, • ■ ■ , D'tl be

disjoint ra-cells such that Cl £CZ Int 7>,' and each Di lies in an

ei-neighborhood of an element of G it contains. Then J^Dí

E Z Int Di. In general, there exist disjoint ra-cells D^, ■ • ■ , D^

such that Cl £C Z Int D¡p), each Df lies in a l/2"-neighborhood of
an element of G it contains and ZA^C Z ^nt 7>jp~1).
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If g is an element of G contained in Cl F, there exists a sequence

D,0, D'h, • • • , D\f, • • ■ such that each D% contains g. Let gPED¡vJ

be an element of G of which D^ is in a l/2J,-neighborhood. Let

g'EG be a limit set of gp's. Then an e-neighborhood U of g' meets

infinitely many gp. Therefore, by the upper semicontinuity of G, U

contains infinitely many gp. Hence, infinitely many D^ lie in

(6 + 1/2")-neighborhoods of g'. This means that the intersection of

D'^ is g' and g' = g. On the other hand, if xEC\ F, there exists p such

that xEUDf.
We now simplify the situation a little. By shrinking D(p)'s slightly

inward, we may assume they are tame. Then using pseudo-approxi-

mations of Lemma 4, we may assume that Di are similar and Di(p)

is concentric to £)jp_1) if the latter contains the former. Using Corol-

lary to Theorem 5 and the method of Harrold [4], we see that X is

an «-sphere.
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